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Excellent Book

From the Back CoverMost basket weaves are created on two axes but the triaxial method—also
known as mad weaving—is formed on three axes for a strong and distinctive fabric that lends
itself well to color patterns. Mad weaving has been practiced around the world for generations,
from Asia to South America, but there are only a handful of instructional books on the subject.
This detailed, easy-to-follow guide reintroduces the traditional craft to modern hand weavers
with instructions for many different basket patterns.Author Shereen LaPlantz, an accomplished
weaver and instructor, experimented for several years before developing a streamlined approach
to making mad weave baskets. She begins with the basics, advancing to examples of color
patterns, shaping, double weave, and surface embellishments, and she concludes with tips for
finishing touches, from handles and lids to feet and reinforcements. Every step is accompanied
by a clear diagram. Readers will delight in this guide's tremendous variety of patterns and find
inspiration in its helpful suggestions and examples.About the AuthorArtist and author Shereen
LaPlantz (1947–2003) was a frequent lecturer, juror, and curator who taught hundreds of
workshops on book arts, basketry, and fiber arts. Her work has appeared in countless
exhibitions in galleries throughout North America, Europe, and Africa.
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     Page 5 is not included in this sample.      Pages 12 - 131 are not included in this sample.
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Fran Rizzardi, “Very compelling technique. I have had a book on making quilts from Japanese
style fabrics using sashiko embroidery written by the author's mother for a long time and when I
found this author's quilts on Google images, I started making my own in the same style. I don't
remember why I decided to buy this book, but the technique presented in conjunction with the
types of fabrics the author likes to use is a useful addition to my arsenal of quilt construction
techniques. At the time, the author had her own quilt store and classes in Hawaii and the
concept really appealed to my imagination. (See my review on "The Aloha Quilt" by Jennifer
Chiaverini.)”

Ebook Library Reader, “The content of the book.. It’s just what I expected. Beautiful pictures and
good step by step instructions.”

Cathy Root, “New Book in Perfect Condition. Ordered a book which came quickly. It was shrink
wrapped to maintain stability, and pristine condition which includes loose patterns as part of
book.”

JD, “Awesome seller!. I had a problem with the item and the seller was wonderful in resolving the
issue. I recommend Leo Pera as a seller.”

Patricia Riley, “E book limitations. An ebook version of a quilt book is not very useful. It is not
possible to see color, of course, on the black and white version of Kindle so I downloaded it on
my computer. However, when it comes to tracing images meant to be copied by the purchaser,
that medium does not work. The actual physical book contains a large sheet of designs for cut
outs to applique and shapes to quilt. It is not possible to print these even though they are meant
to be copied when you purchase the book in its physical form. I will not be tempted again to buy
a quilt book, an art book or any how-to book as an e book. Especially quilt books with legally
copiable patterns need to be printable.”

Jan Eby, “Great book, highly recommend. By far the most excellent book I have ordered and
read in the past year. Several of my friends have now ordered it. Great photos and very
informative.”

Michelle Pease, “Beautiful Book with Wonderful Quilts and Ideas. I love this book and find it full
of helpful information about Sashiko and quilting. It is inspiring and the patterns can be adapted
to create your own designs. It is wonderful eye candy for quilters.”

sharon r snyder, “Easy to understand an gr8 info. Gr8 info. Love it!”



Kathleen Wells, “Fantastic book about quilts.. This book is wonderful with many coloured photos
and designs and patterns of beautiful quilts. I will read this book over and over again.”

carole, “Inspireing. arrived by end of January a beautiful book bought as had seen a friends book
and loved it. Projects are beautiful wonderful sence of colour.Sashiko and applique go well
together an altogether great book”

J. R. Thomas, “Paradise Stitched book. I love this book and still trying to workout which project to
start first.”

S J A, “Sashiko. A wonderful book, giving loads of hints and tips. The text is easily understood
and I enjoy the colourful ideas and tips.”

D. Mcallister, “Paradise Syitched. I bought this as a gift for my mother and she spent the next
week telling us all about the beautiful designs in the book apparently it is excellent.”

The book by Bruce Grant has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 127 people have provided feedback.
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